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Nitzschke decides

Greek exemptions
must be .phased out
By Joy Adkins
Editor

While pledging .support for the conti•
nuation of the Greek system at Mar•
· shall, President Dale F. Nitzschke has
decided that Greek· housing exemptions should be phased out by 1991-92.
He preeented a preliminary draft of
his decision on the controversial issue
at his weekly cabinet meeting
Thursday.
"This report is the essence of what I
will finally say," Nitzschke said,
adding that he ·issued a draft of the
report so his staff could correct any
misstatements before the final version
was issued.
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tions. Greeks are going to have to give
strong evidence of wanting to grow
and prosper- they'll have to produce."
He stressed that the university's first
responsibility is to maintain a high
level of occupancy in the residence
halls so bonding obligations and commitments are not jeopardized.
Dr. Edward Grose, vice chancellor
for administrative affairs at the Board
of Regents, commented in the report
that " ...the best way to solve the residence hall occupancy problem, if we
are presented with one, is to aggressively recruit students to the-residence
halls and-then maintain the type of
environment that makes students
want to remain."
To give the Greek system stability,
Nitzschke advocates the formation of a
Greek Oversight Committee which
would schedule bi-weekly meetings to
strengthen the Greek system. Other
duties would include developing plans
to achieve an early reduction in Greek
exemptions.
·

In his report, Nitzschke accepted the
recommendations on the phase-out
given by the Task Force on Greek
Exemptions.
According to the schedule, the process would start in 1986-87 with a 10
percent reduction in exemptions.
Reductions would continue according
to a formula until 1991-92 when no
He also directed the vice president
exemptions would be allowed. But for student affairs to consider c·onvertNitzschke said he hoped to eliminate ing the Greek adviser position, now
the need for such exemptions before held by Linda Templeton, to afull-time
that date.
· post.
In his effort to see the Greeks become
Dr. Nell Bailey, vice president for
self-supporting, Nitzschke said it is the student affairs, sati! several . student
Greeks wanting the Greeks to survive groups have already seen the prelimiand thrive which will make it happen. nary report and have responded
"We are going to have to set regula- favorably.
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Just a-aw/ng/n'
Taking • break from the preNUres of schoolwork, Ravenswood
freshman Kevin Lawaon work• on hi• • troke In the fleld bfflde
Hender• on Center.
·

lncumben-t SGA president runs with new p~rtner
Iffy Lnlle O'Brien
Reporter

After his original running mate was declared
ineligible by the Election Commisaion, Student Body
President Mark Rhodes and a new vice-.p reeidential
candidate filed for election Wednesday 15 minutes
before the deadline.
Rhodes' new running mate, Sen. Lora L Pelfrey,
Huntington senior, is chairman oftheSenate'sPublic Relations Committee and a member of the Rules
Committee.
Rhodes originally asked Sen. Sharon L. Ryan Coil,
Huntington sophomore, to run with him. But Coil
was declared ineligible by the Election Commission
because she had not been a full-time 11tudent for at
least two semesters, as required by the Student

Government Constitution.
Although Coil has been a· student at Marshall at
various times since 1977, she has not been a full-time
student (carrying at least 12 hours).
Coil and her counsel, Student Senate President
Robert Bennett, appealed the deciaion to the Student
ourt, basing their appeal on how a full-time student is
defined.
· According to the undergraduate catalog, a fulltime student is defined as a student carrying at least
12 hours of classes in a regular semester. Marshall
University policy states that students taking 7 to 11
hours credit-are treated as full-time students for fee
purposes · and as· part-time students for other
pUl'poees.

Coil has ac.cumulated m·ore than 44 hours toward

her degree, carried 7 and 11 hours in different semesters and paid her activity fee.
After ,three hours of deliberation, Student Court
upheld the Election Commisaion decision. The court
will deliver its reasoning sometime next week.
Coil will be able to retain her senate seat and said
she will continue to be active in Student Senate. "I
still think I was eligible, and I was not willing to
impugn my integrity," she said.
Other candidates for the student body presidency
and vice-presidency include: John Frassinelli, Bluefield junior, and Maggie Fox, Oceana sophomore;
Rick Ruckman, Leivasy junior, and Terri Morris,
Clay junior; Ken Caldabaugh, Wheeling sophomore,
and David Keenan, Cedar Grove senior; and Kennie
Bass, Tyler Mountain senior, and Dickie Lanham,
Cross Lanes senior.

Abortion or not? The ·stories of two women
Editor's note: Thia la the l•t .o f a fourpart Nrlff on abortion. Part IV lndudea
Interviews with thOH who have personally been confronted with an unintended
pregnancy ind what declalona they
made (th• nam" have bffn changed to
protect their ldentltlea). Part I dltcUINd
how the luue of abortion la affecting our
aoclety. Part II focused on arguments of
the pro-choice movement. 'Part Ill out-

llned the viewpoint of the pro-llfe
movement.

By Terri Fo• ter
Staff Writer

When it comes to discussing abortion
abstractly, there never seems to be a
shortage of emotion or opinions. But
when the personal reality of an unin-

tended pregnancy confronts an individual, those issues suddenly take on a
new significance.
"Sandy," an unmarried woman now
in her late 20s, talks calmly of the abortion she had 12.years ago at the age of
17. At that time not many abortion
clinics were open, so she and a teen-age
girlfriend made a trip to the nearest
.large city, about 60 miles from her

home.
"I wasn'tscared to do it," she said. "I
knew it was something I had to do."
She said the abortion cost $150 and
took about two and on~half hours.
Sandy said after sitting in a waiting
area for what seemed like forever, she
paid the fee and a counselor explained
See ABORTION, Page 5
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Opinion
Emoti-onal issue
makes soluti·ons
difficult to reach

Mike
Friel

Society's problems
would only increase
if abortion outlawed

~

The anti-abortion argument is that life begins
at the moment of conception, that a fetus is a
separate human being. The goal is to eliminate
abortions by making the procedure illegal.
But it does not take long to uncover the weaknesses of the abortion opponents' argumentthe unattainability of their goal.
A fetus is, in fact, not a separate human
being. Before at least the 22nd week of pregnancy (more than 96 percent of abortions occur
before this time), a fetus cannot survive outside
the womb, even with the best medical care.
Because it is attached to the woman by an
umbilical cord, were the woman to cease respiration, the fetus' oxygen supply would be
stopped. Were the woman to stop eating, the
fetus would receive no nourishment.
Yet, those opposed to abortion seek to abridge
the rights of women to' choose their fate.
By outlawing abortions many opponents
believe abortions will cease. But attempting to
end abortion will produce much the same
results as the attempt in 1920 to implement
prohibition.
Like the whisky bootleggers, obscure, profitmaking quacks would roam the back alleys and
bus depots, offering their supposed expertise to
women and young girls in desperation who
could not afford the trip to a foreign country to
have the procedure' done legally.
This is not to imply that abortion should be
accepted as just another form of birth control,
although it is likely to be considered
such
when a major portion of society is against sex
education for youngsters and refuses to permit
the sale of birth control devices to all individuals, regardless of age.
Futhermore, one must consider other social,
medical and emotional ramifications ofoutlawing abortion.
There would be more needy children to care
for at a time when the government is cutting
social programs. More mothers whose lives
might be in jeopardy would die in childbirth
because they did not have the abortion
alternative.
And most discouraging is that child abuse
would increase because there would be more
unwanted youthll in a society where child abuse
is already rampant.
Let us not forget the females who become
pregnant each year. through rape and incest.
Must we destroy their lives by outlawing
abortion?
The consequences ofsuch a law are too great.
We must continue to allow each woman the
right to make that decision, for ultimately, she
has to live with the decision.
Besides, outlawing abortions will only end
LEGAL abortion.

,as

Leskie
Pinson

Abortion is an issue that raises profound
questions that demand answers. And the questions become increasingly complex as the t.echnology to control life accelerates ahead of our
ability to deal with the problems it presents.
Since the Roe v. Wade decision of 1973, abortions have increased from about one-half million a year to more than 1.5 million. There are
outcries from members of both the pro-choice
and pro-life movements that there are too many
abortions, with too little thought for all victims
No human being should have the right to end
of the process, both born and unborn.
the life of any other.
The explosive nature of the issue has come to
That statement, on the surface, would seem so
the forefront with the report of more than 30 undeniable that there could be no argument as
attacks on abortion or family planning clinics to its validity. Yet the abortion issue remains
in the last three years. Fortunately and almost one of the most heated in this country.
remarkaJ>ly, no one has been injured in these
Many factions have taken up the side of the
attacks to date. Concerned, thinking individu- argument that gives people the legal right to
als on both sides of the issue agree violence is abort an unborn child. Women, they say, have
not an answer, nor a solution to any problem. the right to make this decision and professionThe only way to resolve any problem, particu- als, men and women, can carry out the procelarly one as important as abortion, is through dures necessary to take life from the living
realistic alternatives. In the case of abortion, being.
this might include more outreach programs for
Some mistake abortion for being a women's
distressed pregnant women;- easily attainable
birth control; an increased emphasis on sex edu- right issue. Certainly self-sterilization, birth
cation and a re-evaluation of eccommodations control an.d abstinence from sexual intercourse
are all the private rights of woman. But aborfor pregnant women in the wor~orce.
Abortion remains a problem because it repres- . tion involves the destruction of a separate
ents the radically different ways members of being, an act with which all of society must
our society view their place in the world. Our · concern itself.
Abortion has become a form of birth control
views about it reflect the deepest of values we
possess as human beings. Abortion cries out for in the United States. While rape and incest are
society.to look inward for answers and to pro- used as primary justifications for abortion, the
vide alternatives which show a concern for eve- fact is that the number of abortions under these
circumstances constitute· an i nsignificant
ryone involved.
minority.

Taking o·f human life
can not be acceptable ·
form of birth control
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The overwhelming majority of abortions are
in cases in which the mother of the child does
not want the child to be born. There are scores of
reasons given, but none can legitimately be
accepted as a reason to kill a human life.
While there can be no doubt that life begins at
conception, some act as if the fetus is not a
human life. They ignore. the· fetus' set of 46
chromosomes evident in human beings. They
disregard the medical definitions oflife, which
examine the brain waves and heartbeat, each
present in a fetus 6-8 weeks old.
We pride ourselves in this country in our charity to the needy, our care for the aged and our aid
to the poor. Yet we continue to commit such a
cruel act to those who are the most helpless,
innocent members of society.
We tum our backs on the rights of those who
cannot speak to defend themselves.
For those who conform to the teachings ofthe
Bible, there are several references. Jeremiah
1:4-5; Psalms 139:13, 15-17; Ecclesiastes 11:5;
Isaiah 49:1, 5; and Isaiah 44:2 all make mention
of God's creation in the mother's womb.
But beyond the Biblical references, the social
implications and the emotional arguments the
simple facts remain:
There were approximately 1.65 million legal
abortions in the United States in 1980, each the
intentional, premeditated taking of a human
life. This cannot be acceptable in a civilized
society.

;
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is your stand on abortion?
'
"If it is the product-offun, she should keep the
baby. If it is the product of violence, she
should have the right to an abortion."

Huntington Nnlor

"It is okay only if it is proven the child is
going to have severe mental physical defi- .
ciencies, and before it can support itself."

or

M.G. Kade""nl

Huntington Junior

~•I don't believe in it ~yself, butI don't think
the government should have the right to say
whether a woman can or cannot have arr
abortion."

But as I talked on campus the other day with
Somerset Morkel, an information consul with
the South African government, the blacks and
whites of "right" and "wrong" faded into
muddy grays.
8N ...a.tecl article, page 7

I haven't made friends with the South African government, but I have come to understand
/ it a little better. Things are not perfect in South
"I think it ought to be legal. It should be the
Africa. As civil rights go, they are not even
woman's choice."
good. But I have reason to believe things are
changing, ever so slowly, for the better.
I do not look for benevolence in governments.
The purpose of government is to maintain orde;
so those in wwer .can remain in power. It is the
Students interviewed at random and photographed ~y Bob Me11er.
foolish government that I detest- one that is so
blind and so reactionary that it cannofpreserve
itself.
One need only look at the Bour hons of France,
the Romanov& -of Russia and the Ch'ing of
China to see examples ofgovernments so afraid
to adapt that they fell . This I thought, was to be
the fate of South Africa. Eventually the subjugation of the country's black majority and the
deafness of the government to cries of reform
wou.l d topple the government and another Ethiopia, another -Biafra, another Angola would be
born.
·
To the Editor:
But if Morkel's views are similar to those of
During the week of Feb. 25, the Omicron Delta his enfranchised countrymen, then they are
Kappa pledge class hosted a campus-wide vol-. cognizant of the fact they are sitting on a
·1eyball tournament in Gullickson Hall. The powder keg. The solution, Morkel claims, is to
teams that 'partidpated consisted of residence move, but to do so slowly.
The question then, is how quickly to move.
hall floors; greek organizations and campus
Last
year's constitution gave "coloreds" (those
organizations. Our congratulations go to Fifth
of
mixed
black and.white heritage) and Asians
Floor Twin Towers East and Alpl)a Xi Sorority
(mostly
oflndian
descel\t) the right to vote. The
as the cpampions of the tournament.
blacks,
who
make
up 73 percent of South AfriSpecir,l thanks goes to Hulio's Restaurant
ca's
population,
still
are not citizens of their
and Kinko's Copies on Fourth Avenue and Hal
own
country.
South
Africa
must move toward
Greer Blvd. These two businesses sponsored a
establishing
a
government
with
a popular base.
victory party for the winning teams.Your donaPerhaps
it
is
too
late
for
a
peaceful
transition
tions were greatly appreciated.
of
power
to
the
majority.
The
shorj;-lived
On behalf of the Omicron Delta Kappa Honor
Society, we like to tharik these individuals who reforms of Tsar Nicholas II in 1905 only whetparticipated in this tournament to make it a ted the appetit.es of reformers and made .them
revolutionaries. A little reform at the wrong
very successful:one.
time can topple an unstable government.
The government leaders of South Africa must
William Mitchell
, Lee Palmer make all the right moves to avoid calamity. Let
Eric Eanes
ODK pledges us'hope for the sake of all involved that they do.
.

Jimmy Brown

Ch• rlHton freahman
\.

.THI FA• IIDI
C 1985 Universal PrHs Syndi cate

Not long ago, I viewed the aparth~id government of South Africa as a white aristocracy
whose main objective was, to borrow a term
from the Old South, to "keep the niggers down."
It was fairly obvious to me that a white maj~rity
was exploiting the wealth and people of South
Africa. This was a totally reactionary, repressive and detestable regime, I thought. .

Uu Edgell

Coral Spring•, Fla., aenlor

By GARY tARSON

--
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Talk with official
'
:turns apartheid Issue "'
into shades of gray

n.- Klingberg

•

'Mike
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,Strikers suspe·cted
of sabotaging roads
..

United Mine ·Workers strategy in
the UMW's strike against A.T. Massey-Coal Co.
branched out Thursday to include blocking
roads with downed trees to hold up shipments
of non-union coal
.,·
Trees were fell~ in two spots along Kentucky
1065, preventing trucks frbm hauling coal from
the Big Bottom Coal mine there.to the Sprouse
Creek Proceesing plant in Lobata.
However, pickets were out Thµraday at other
Massey subsidiaries in Mingo County. About
100 pro-UMW demonstrators were at Kermit
Coal in Kermit, Marrowbone Development at . ·
Naugatuck and the McNamee mine near
Williamson.
The downed-trees on the Kentucky side of the
Tug Fork river blocked through traffic and
backed up school buses in addition to the coal
truck11 headed for the Sprouse Creek plant.
Police had trouble obtaining information on
the tree-felling. Union support is strong in the
area and many residents made light of the
debris-filled road, with some suggesting that a
sudden wind storm h~d struck the art!fi.
LOB.AT.A -

Student teachers on all fours
help chl~dren learn to read .
Some Shepherd College
students are getting doV(ll on all fours to help
elementary cliildren learn to read - and to help
themselves learn to teach.
The program started in February with 44
Shepherd College students majorine in primary
and secondary education and 31 students in
gtades two through five who haye reading
problema.
To motivate the children some of the college
students have found themselves down on the
floor playing reading games with the children,
said Arreta Jaranko, the college students'
profeseor.
The college students learn the theories of
teaching reading in the classroom, and then
prepare leuon plans, select materials, and go
over strategies for uee with the children. said
Jaranko. .
SHEPHERDSTOWN -

I

WVSC flnanclal aid program
not Jeopardized by charges
CHARLESTON- West Virginia State.College's student aid program ia not jeopardized by
the indictment of a;x people on charges of
··
embezzling $1-12,000 in federal funds, college
president Thomas W. Cole said Thursday. ·
Cole said the investigation was requested by
the .colleg_e administration and the state Board
of Regents last May following detection of
"irregularities" in the studtnt aid program.
"Current and potential students at West
Virginia State College who ·are recipients of
federal student financial aid will not be affected
by this disclosure,'' he said
Prosecutors allege that the six people indicted
Wednesday by a federal grand jury embezzled
funds from the program through a kickback
scheme. ·
Richard Glaser of the U.S. attorney' s office
said Ms. Millage, a former fiscal officer at the
school, is accused of issuing fraudulent checks
to students and non-students from 1980 to 1984.
Glaser said prosecutors allege the money then
was split among Ms. Millage, the recipient, and
the person who recruited the recipient.
•

I

. Police-fire on mob;
reopen for buslness 17 '_blacks killed
Savings and loans

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Customers lined up
outside at least two Ohio 88vin1s and.loan
offices that opened Thursday for the first full
day of business after a stat&impoeed shut.down,
and officials of the institutions expressed confi·dence they could meet customers' money
demands.

At least three state-chartered savings and
loans that were. closed last week were to be open ,
Thursday, and most of the 66 other closed
institutions were ·e xpected to r"'°pen for llinited
.service by today.
. '
. At Century Savings in Cinc,innati,- a line of
depositors formed before the doors opened at 10
a.m., and in the first half hour, 10 customers
transacted-business. Only onl} &_a id she had
withdrawn all of the money in her account.
Savings One offices in Dresden and Mansfield
opened for limited s~rvice Wednesday afternoon,
and Columbia Savings and Loan in Cincinnati
reopened Monday. Sixty customers'waited at the
Savings One office in Mansfield T~ursday.
Bill Matthews, treasurer of Savings One estimated the Mansfield branch handled several
hundred customers Wednesday.

Court decision favors privacy
Virginia prosecutors, believ:
ing that Rudolph Lee Jr. was shot by a
Richmond s~re owner whom he is accused of
trying to rob, wanted to have the bullet in Lee's
chest surgically removed to obtain po88ible
evidence.
But the Supreme Court said Wednesday that
forcing such surgery, even though it is likely to
yield evidence of a crime, would violate Lee's
· comtitutional right of privacy.
In three other decisions, the -court:
-Used a case from South Carolina to relax
its rules about how long police officers may
detain people suspecte4 of a crime when they do
not have enough reason to arrest them.
WASHINGTON -

-Ruled in a Florida case that police may not
force a criminal suspect to accompany them to .
a police station for fingerprinting without a
court's permission.
.
-Decided states may continue to use deadly
drugs to execute condemned murderers.

Motorcycle gang members
named In d~Ug Indictments
•

i

PITTSBURGH._ Federal autltoritiee Thursday
unsealed indictments··chargiQ.g 39·alleged •
motorcycle gang members in Pennsylvania and
New York with drug violations. ,
The investigation, begun three years ago,
became one of the largest ever undertaken in
the region, according to U.S. Attorney J. Alan
Johnson.
·,
The prosecutor said the indictments name
members of the Pagans motorcycle ga,ng in
Kane, Pa., and Jamestown, N.Y., and the Iron
Coffins gang in Erie, Pa.
The charges include possession with intent to
distribute LSD, other hallucinogens, and a
variety of common, but illegal, drugs.
I
•
Johnson said the motorcycle gangs, which he
called highly organized and well-disciplined,
have become a top priority of"the presidential
task force investigating drug networks.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - Police
opened fire Thursday on a crowd of more than
3,000 blacks trying to march from their black .
township to a white suburb near Port Elizabeth,
• killing 17 blacks and wounding at least 19, the
government said
.
The shooting occurred as blacks throughout
South Africa gathered in memory of the 69
· people shot and killed in the black community
of Sharpeville 25 years ago.
Police spokesman Maj. Steve van Rooyena
said the shooting began when 3,000 people
began marching the mile from Uitenhage's
black township ofLanga to a white suburb. He
said he did not know what prompted the march,
but that it may have been linked to the
Sharpeville anniversary.
· ,,,.
Louis Le Grange, minister of law and order,
told Parliament that the crowd, ignoring orders
to disperse, advanced-on a group of 19
policemen.
,
"The- police were suddenly surrounded ·and
pelted with stones, sticks and other missiles,
including petrol bombs," Le Grange said
· The commanding officer fired t warning shot
into the.ground and when that had no effect,
police opened fire, he said.

Israelis raid Shiite villages
outside occupation zo~e
BEIRUT, Lebanon - Israeli troops in tanks
and armored personnel carriers Thursday
stormed Shiite Moslern villages o-u.tside the '
occupation zone in south Lebanon, and the
military command in Tel Aviv ·said 20 guerrillas
were killed.
The-command s~d ,soldiers seized large
quantities of arms, including mortars, rocketpropelled grenades, and explosives, in raids on
the villages of Houmine al-Tahta and Jbaa. One ,
Israeli soldier was'slightly injured during the
·
search-and-arrest operatiod.
Most of the dead identiifed as guerrillas were
armed, according to the statement. Arnet& also
were made but the command eave no numbers.
The fresh Israeli thrust came as government
troops and Christian militiamen battled with
artillery and tank canno~ for the fourth
straight day in south Lebanon's port city of
Sidon and then declared a midmorning ceaa&
fire.

CBS cameraman kllled
In-Lebanon mortar attack
BEIRUT, Lebanon - A Lebanese cameraman
working for CBS News was killed Thursday in
south Lebanon when a shell landed close to
where he was filming, CBS officials here
confirmed.
The victim was identified as Toufic Ghazawi,
about 46.
Walid Harati, CBS bureau manager in Beirut,
said Ghazawi was killed in the village of Kfar
Melki, which is one of the Shiite Moslem ·
villages raided by Israeli army forces in an
~.II-day, anti-guerrilla sweep.
Harati said the cameraman's driver, Ayad
Harakeh, was injured and was being treated at
Hammou<J Hospital in the port of Sidon.
He also said that "we have no word on the
soundman" who was working as part of the
~ew. He·was identified as B-ahije Metni.
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Abortion-------------------From Page 1
the abortion process. The actual operation took about
20 minutes.
_
"It was pretty painful," she said. "I remember
there were tears running down my face."
Her decision to have the abortion was in part based
on fear of her parents' reaction to her pregnancy.
Had they found out about her pregnancy, she said,
"It would have ruined our family life. I couldn't hurt
my parents that way. I wouldn't have done it to them.
Life would have been so miserable, I just couldn't
bear it."
She said she never seriously considered other alternatives. Her boyfriend, whom she had dated more
than a year, wanted her to run off to the next state
and get married. She said he did not want her to have
an abortion, and aft:erward they broke up.
"He was just not seeing reality. If we had gotten
married, what would we have done then?'.' she asked.
She said after finding out she was pregnant, "I knew
almost immediately I'd do it. It was the only smart
thing to do at that point. I couldn't have a child at 17
years old. It would have been the worst thing I
could've done."
Sometimes she thinks about her decision, but she
said she baa never regretted it. Sandy is a firm
believer in a woman's choice to.have an abortion.
"I'm not sorry for what I did. Sometimes I think,
'I'd have a 12-year-old kid.' It would've changed my
life completely."
She said it makes her mad to hear the arguments of
those fighting to make abortions illegal.
"Did they know the circumstances that would've

changed my life, my parent's life? Each case is.different because of the surrounding circumatanoee. I did
what was right for those who were already living.
"They (pro-liters) act like they care so much. But
what do they have to do with the rest of your life?
Where will they be when the baby needs food or
clothing?"
Sandy said she does not believe she committed
murder in having an abortion. "It's not alive to me,
until it's born. Yes, there was going to be a life inside
me, but there wasn't yet. It waa my choice to take
something that waan't fully formed."
· She finds religious arguments a bit ironic. "I didn't
take anything away from God. People say that it's
God's child. But it's not. It would've been mine. I
would've had to care for it. They (pro-lifers) are not
going to be with me the rest of my life." ·
If a woman were forced to have an unwanted child,
"God knows how you'd react to it. With hate, resentment; you'd beat it. All because your whole life had
changed."
In direct opposition to Sandy's view on abortion, is
"Carla," a Marshall student who decided to keep her
baby after becoming pregnant five years ago at age
17, when she was a senior in high school.
Carla had her baby a few days after she finished
high school and then went to work at a minimumwage job. She said she then realized it would take a
better job to support herself and her baby, so she
began classes at Marshall while her parents kept her
daughter.
She said she could have married the baby's father,
but she believed they were both too young. "Two
wrongs don't make a right," she said.
Like Sandy, Carla's major concern when shefoU:nd
out she was pregnant was dealing with her parents.
"The fint thins that came to mind when I found out I
·was pre,nant was how I would tell my parents. I
dealt with that for a month. It was sheer hell."
She said although they were very hurt when she
told them, afterward they were very supportive and
even offered to adopt the baby. But Carla decided to
keep it, an~ said she never considered abortion.
''There's always~ alternative to abortion. It's a
terrible violation of the First Amendment. The sacrifices I've made as an unwed mother are nothin1 compared to the sacrifices of the unbom in the cue of
abortion. It's a sin. It's a travesty. It's the easy way
out. It's selfish. I personally consider it murder. I
don't know how they (the women involved) can live
with it."
Looking back on her decision, Carla said she has
no real regrets except hurting her parents.
. "If I had it all to do over again, I would do things
differeatly. But now that I am where I am, I wouldn't
trade my daughter for anything. She hasn't brought
a lot of heartache. I brought a lot of heartache on
myself. She is why I am where I am today. She keeps
me going." .
She said if she were giving advice to a woman who
had become pregnant unintentionally, she would tell
her it's not easy to be an unwed mother.
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"I've learned a lot from my mistakes. If she thinks
it is going to.be easy, she's kidding herself. It's very
tough to be an unwed mother. But the rewards far
outweigh the sacrifices."
Bonnie Trisler, coordinator of Student Health Education, often provides counseling to Marshall students who find themselvea faced with an unintended
pregnancy. She said she serves as an impartial party
to whom students can talk about the situation. She
tries to get the~ to verbalize feelings and think of
alurnatives.
She said some women aeem-to react to an untimely
pregnancy with an "automatic pilot" which says
abortion is the first !nd only option.
"I try to explore more with them. It's not an easy
decision. I ·have many women and men say, 'This
(abortion) is the easy way out.' But in moet cases it's
not. For most it is not an easy decision."
She said an unintended pregnancy can have a devaatating effect on both women and men.
"It is real sad for me to see the pain and sufferin1 a
lot of men and women go through with the whole idea
of an unwanted pregnancy. For many people it can
be the fint time in their lives that they ask themselves those 'Who am I?' kinds of questions. Their
value systems really get raked over the coals. It's not
ple&Bant at all."
So the abstract debate on abortion rages on within
society. But for the "Sandy's" and the "Carla's" who
are confronted with an unintended pregnancy, the
battle becomes one within themselves. Regardless of
outside influences and pressures, the decision a ·
woman makes is one that will be with her the rest of
her life.

.

Religious Directory
Rnt Ourch of Chrllt, Sdenllal: Eleventh
Ave. and Twelfth St. Readln1 Room, 514
Ninth St. Phone 522-2714. 11-3.
.
Weekly Services: Sunday School 11:00a.m.;
Worship 11:00 a.m., Wednesday Eveninl
Meetin1 7:30 p.m.

•

Rllh A.,..... llpllllt Dr. R.F. Smith Jr. 1135
Fifth Aw. Phone 523-CIIIS.
Weekly Services: Sunday school 9:30 a.m.;
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.; Wednesday
Supper- 5:15 p.m.; Wednesday Bible Study ·
6:30 p.m. Transportation: Sunday, 9:20a.~
and 10:20 a.m.

Twat. . .._. . . . . . Chulda: Dr. Nell
W. Hoppe. Associate Rev. Joel M. Harpold.
20th Street & Fifth Awnue. Phone 523-00l
Weekly Services: Sunday School 9:30 a.m.;
Sunday Wonhip 10:45 a.m.; Sunday 7 p.m.
Transportation: Call If needed.

......... Pt ...Jbtla <:-du Dr. R.Jac:tson Ha1a. :.1114 Collis Avenue. Phone 522-

Phone 522-2980.
Weekly Services: Friday 7:45p.m.; Saturday
9 a.m.; Sunday 9 a.m.
·

1676.
Weekly Services: Sunday school 9:45 a.m.;
Worship 11 1.m.; Sunday Youth Fellowship
6 p.m. (call for location); Wednesday Bible
Study 7p.m.

Norway Awenue Chwch ofehrllt: John W.
Miller Sr. Associate Burney Ba11ett, Campus Minister. 1400 Norway A Yenue. Phone
5~3302 (office); Campus Minister 5239233.
Weekly Services: Sunday 9:301.m.; Sunday
Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.; Wednesday Bible dass 7:30 p.m.~ Student 11oup
Monday 7 p.m. Memorial Student Center
2W37. Tr~nsporution: Call ~23-9233forvan

pk:k...,p points..

rml .....

~ I Rabbi Stephen Wylen. Tenth Avenue at Tenth Street.

c-..-,

Manhall CIIIWc
(Ne• Catllr): Father Jim O'Conno,, Chaplain.
1609 Fifth Awnue across from Corbly.
Phone 525-4611.
Weekly Services: Masses-Sunday 10:301.m.
& 6:30 p.m.; Monday & Tuesday 9: 10 p.m.;
Wednesday & Thursday 4:15 p.m.; Prayer
meetin1 on Thursday 8 p.m. Center Prayer
Room, library, and lounge open daily.

Central Christian Church (Dl1dplel of
Orlll): Rev. Harold E. Simones. 1202 5th
Awnue. Phone 5'15,-7727.
Weekly Services: Sunday School 9:45 (Collete Class); Worship 10:40, Youth MeetinB
5:00.

Goepel Cllllrdu llev. William J.
Rudd. Assistant Pastor Lucky Shepard. 1159
Adams Aw. Phone 522-8635.

Grace

. Weekly Services: Sunday 10 a.m.; Sunday 6
p.m.; Wednesday7:l0p.m. Tr. .portatlon:
Church bus..

,....,...,lall:

Dr. Lynn Temple Jones.
Associates Or. Edward Donnell, Rev.
Donald We18'eln. 1015FlfthAwnue. Phone

flnl

523-W6.
Wee~ly Services: Sunday Colles• and
Car~ Class 9:45 a.m.; Sunday Worship
10:50 a.m.; Sunday snadt supper and discussion 1roups 6 p.m. Transportation: Call
for more Information.

Pr_.,..,...

a.rdt: Rev. Carl
L Sc:hlich Ill. ENiow and Washlnpon Blvd.
Weekly services: Sunday School 9:45a.m.;
Worship 11:00 a.m.

fllllow ,_.

, . . _ . Meaorlll UnW MethcNl•I, Dr.
F. Emerson Wood. Rev. D. Richard Harrold,
Rev. Gary N. Shepard. Fifth Avenue and
Tenth Street. Phone 5'15,-8116.
Weekly Services: Sunday 1:451.m.; Sunday
11 a.m.
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Five experts to speak

Campus national security conference starts today
By Michael Kennedy
i:teporter

A two-day conference on national security affairs
for college faculty will be held at Marshall today and
Saturday, under the auspices of the Department of
Political Science.
About 45 faculty members from colleges and uni•
versities all over West Virginia, eastern Kentucky
and southern Ohio will attend "The Next Five Years
in U.S. Defense Policy," according to Dr. Clair W.
Matz, professor of political science and conference
coordinator.
Supported by a grant from New York University's
National Security Program and the National Stra•
tegy Information Center, the conference's purpose is
to facilitate "the professionalizing and upgrading of
the study of national security," Matz said.
"Often in the study ofnational security, more heat
than light is generated," said Matz. "The idea is to
make the study of national security a mor,i academic

science and senior faculty associate at Ohio State
study," he said.
According to Matz, the conference is aimed at polit,. University's Mershon Center. Kruzel was a member
ical science and history faculty, although some mil• . of the U.S. delegation to the 1970-72 SALT I talks. He
also was an adviser to the Secretary of Defense for
itary science faculty members will also take part..
Those who attend will have the opportunity to hear SALT II and to Senator Edward Kennedy.
-Thomas L. McNa ugh~. research associate in forfive experts on national defense, Matz said. "The
guest faculty is an impressive panel of specialists in eign policy studies at the Brookings Institution,
defense policy who have a wide range ofexpertise in Washington, D.C. -B. Thomas Trout, professor of
political science, University of New Hampshire.
security affiars," he said.
Topics to be explored during the seminar include
The conference faculty includes:
-Vincent Davis, Patterson Chair professor and an overview of national defenseisssues 1985-89; stra•
director of the Patterson School of Diplomacy and tegicrelations between the U.S. and Russia; alookat
International Commerce, University of Kentucky, present and future U.S. foreign policy, and Third
and a consultant and lecturer for the National Secur- World relations.
Headquartered in the Memorial Student Center,
ity Council.
·
..James E. Barf, professor of political ·science at the conference will begin with registration at 10:30
Ohio State University and senior faculty associate at a.m. today. After a noon luncheon meeting in the
the Mershon Center. He is the co-founder and former Shawkey Room, the first session will be at 1:15 p.m.
chairman of the Consortium for International Stu• in Memorial Student Center Room 2W22 with the
keynote address by Kruzel. The seminar will con·
dies Education.
..Joseph J. Kruzel, associate professor of political elude with an 11:45 a.m. luncheon on Saturday.

'Black Excellence' illustrated;
award winners to speak at MU
By Crystal Creel ·
Reporter

Speakers to highlight the activities
planned for Black Awareness Week at
Marshall will include a university pres•
ident, a writer and a sculptor, accord·
ing to DeWayne Lyles, Minority
Students Program director.
"A Tribute to Black Excellence" will
be the theme of the week which begins
March 23 and ends March 30. All three
guests will represent that excellence,
Lyles said.
Texas Southern University Presi•
dent Leonard H. D. Spearman, Ruby
Dee, actress, writer and poet, and pain•
ter/ sculptor Gregory Ridley Jr. will be
the guests.
"Black Excellence" will be the topic
for Spearman's keynote address scheduled at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Don
Morris Room ofMemorial Student Center. A reception will follow his talk, and
he will hold an informal discussion at
3:30 p.m. in the Morris Room.
Spearman, who holds a doctorate-in
psychology from the University of
Michigan, is now in his fifth year as
president of the nation's third-largest,
predominantly black public institution. He is also a member ofthe American Council on Education and sits on
several statewide boards in Texas.
Dee will speak at 8 p.m. Thursday in
the Morris Room, with a reception following. She will meet informally with
the students at 4 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge, MSC.
As an actress, Dee has appeared in
numerous television dramatic produc-

tions, including "Roots," and ABCTV's production of "Long Day's
Journey Into Night," as well as some of
the popular drama series such as "Peyton Place" and "The Defenders." A product of Harlem's American Negro
Theater, she has received Obie and
Drama Desk awards for her stage
work.
A columnist for the New York Amsterdam News, Dee also has a play, a
poetry anthology and several adaption& to her wri~ing credits. She and her
husband, Ossie Davis, have turned
their talents to producing and direct·
ing for television.
At 2 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday,
Ridley will exibit selected pieces of his
art work and talk to students din the
Alumni Lounge.
A frequent lecturer on art history
and Afro-American art, Ridley studied
at Fisk University,_ Tennessee State
University and the University of
Louisville. He is listed in the 1980 edi·
tion of "Who's Who in American Art."
Among the other events planned is a
Gospel Jubilee Sing at 3:30 p.m. Sun•
day at the 16th Street Baptist Church.
The sing will feature Dunamis, Jet
Stream, United Singers, Genesis and
the Charleston Area Community
Choir.
Black Awareness Week ia presented
by Marshall's Minority Student'• Program Office and ihe Student Activities
Office. The activities have been
planned by various student commit,.
tees within those officea and with
financial assistance from the MU
Foundation.

----Calendar---MU Science Fiction Soelety will • pon•
eor a ramin1 tournament from 8 a.m. to -10
p.m. Saturday in Corbly Hall For more
information call Matt at 523-1336.
Modern Biolo1(ical Reaearch Sympo•ium will meet from 8 a.m. to5 p.m. today in
the Science Annex Room 'JJJ7. Speakers will
be present to diacuBB EcolOIIY, Genetics,
Con• ervation, Medicine, Botany and Zool•
ogy. For more informati9n call 696-3148.
Canterbury Fellow• hip-Epiacopal
Mi.aaion will meet for Holy Eucharist at 4
p.m. Sunday in'the Campu• Christian Cen·

ter. For more information call the Rev. Phil
Browne at 696-2444.

Homecomins Committee will be

accepting application• until 4 p.m. Monday

for poeitioru, as chairman ofvarious Hom&

comin1 activitiea. Application, may be
turned in at Memorial Student Center Room
2W38. For more information call Kimberly
Adkin• or Joe Marshmen at 696-6770.

Church of Christ Student Group will
meet for diacusaion and Bible study at 7 p.m.
Monday in Memorial Student Center Room
2W37. For more informati<m call Burney
Bag1ett at 595-3302.
Aleoholica Anonymou• will have an
open meetin1 at 7:30 p.m. Monday at the
Campus Christian Center. For more infor·
mation call 523-9712 or 696-3164.
Presbyterian Student Fellowship,
P.R.O.W.L. will meet at 8 p.m. Monday in
the Campus Christian Center for Fellow•
1hip, Bible study and diacus1ion, music,
prayer and refreahment1. For more information call the Rev. Bob Bondurant at 6962444.
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Consul says South Africa making progress
By_Mlchael Kennedy
Reporter

Although currently under fire from
world civil rights leaders, the government of President Pieter W. Botha of
South Africa is slowly making progress toward racial equality, a government official said.
Somerset Morkel, information consul with- the South African consulategeneral in New York, said that the
most progress to date was made last
year with a new constitution that
enfranchised "coloreds" and Asians.
South Africa has a policy of segregation known as apartheid. Under this
See related edltorlal, Page 3

policy, four separate races are legally
recogajzed: whites, those of European
descent; "colored," those of mixed
black and white descent; Asians, most
of whom are from India; and blacks,
the country's indigenous population.
Morkel, who visited Marshall Monday as part of.a contact tour to answer
questions about his country, said
blacks were not included because the
electorate at the time ofthe new constitution's adoption was all white. ''.Botha
had to convince the whites to share
power with coloreds and Indians."
Morkel said. "He wouldn't have politically survived suggesting power sharing with the blacks."
Another move toward better treat-

ment ofblacks was made five years ago
when black trade unions were legalized, Morkel said. Today there are 97
black trade unions with over 1 million
members.
While some headway has been made,
blacks are still a disenfranchised
majority. Blacks are made to carry
ptµises when they travel and are often
forced to live in black townships aw~y
·from the cities.
The reason for this, Morkel said, is
historical. Until 1961, South Africa
was a British colony. "The colonial
power.did nothing to help the blacks,"
he said. .
Morkel said apartheid began as an
official policy during South Africa's
1948 elections. The National Party,
which has been in power since 1948,
proposed the policy of segregation as a
reaction to the migration of blacks into
the predominantly white cities after
World War II. "Fear went to emotional
reaction in 1948 when apartheid was
offered as part of the National platform," Morkel said.
"I can understand the frustration of
black people awaiting full political
rights," Morkel said. However, he .
stressed that steps to bring about political equality must be taken slowly.
The Republic of South Africa, he
argues, is the only country in the world
with a First World and a Third World
population. While blacks were denied
. education under the colonial power,
whites were allowed the benefits of education. The black population con·stitues "an enormous educational

By Michael Kennedy

While some blacks in .South Africa
are malnourished, ,the fault is not
entirely the government's, according
to Somerset Morkel, an information
consul from South Africa
Morkel . was asked to respond to
charges made by. Thandie Rankoe, a
black South African journalist and
midwife, that "the black people of
South Africa are starving in the midst
of plenty."
·
Rankoe-visted MU as a Vital Issues
Program speaker Feb. 28.
Morkel, who said he had no prior
knowledge of Rankoe' s yisit, said that
South Africa has experienced drought
for the last three years ·and that it is
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Staff photo by Mike Kennedy

Somersett Morkel, an offlclal of the South African government, visited Marshall
recently.

backlog :which cannot be changed
overnight," Morkel said. "You do not
educate a teacher in a year, or two
years, or three years.You need generations to get over this."
Botha, who Morkel said is the first
South African head of state to be committed to racial reform, has been in
office since 1978. He said Botha has
declared his intention to look into citizenship, full political rights, land
ownership and permanence in traditionally white areas for blacks.
While Nobel Peace Prize laureate
Desmond Tutu, a leading voice for nonviolent efforts to end apartheid,· has
considerable differences with Botha.
Morkel said Tutu commended Botha in
affecting the food supply.
front of the U .N. Security Council for
"That partly is true," he said of Ran- moving in the direction of power
koe's allegations, "That is a problem in sharing.
our country, but you can't put it all on
Along with being fragmented into
the back of the government."
First World and Third World populaMorkel compared the situation with tions, South Africa is a heterogenous
a report by a group of U.S. physicians country in the terms of cultures.
that' said 20 milli~ Americans are Twelve distinct "nations" make up
South Africa, Morkel said Whites,
malnourished. "There is enough food "coloreds" and Asians are three
in South Africa for everybody," he nations while the blacks are divided
said, "but there are other factors."
"South Africa has a large Third into nine different "nations," each
_
which has its own language and cueWorld population," he said, "it's not toms. Additionally, whites are subdithe government's fault it's like that." .· vided int.o English and Afrikbne.ll)ellk
Morkel said the government has. ing populations.
spent -$200 million during the past
This ·cultural division of South
three :years to counter the effects ofthe Africa is minored in. its -n ew padiadrought. "That's a heavy load on our ment. There are three houses of parliaeconomy," he said.
ment: white, "colored,. and ~ian. On .

Drought causing lack of foad,-not government, says official
Reporter

.,:,

matters of mutual concern, bills must
be passed by all three houses. However, each house has autonomy over
matters affecting its own "nation",
such as education.
There are white, black, Asian and
"colored" schools and univeristies, and
in fact, Witwatersand University
which is nomianally white, is 13 percent black, he said Morkel admits that
inequities exist between black and
white education systems, but counters
that the black educational budget has
increased _17 times in the last 10 years.
There are no pat solutions to South
Africa's ethnic and racial problems,
Morkel said. He freely admits injustices exist within the present society.
"As a member- of the younger generation, I am glad that President Botha is
addressing that problem," he said. "A
just society is an absolute necessity for
a peaceful future. There are unjust elements which absolutely have to be
changed."
Racial inequality and cultural diversity gives South Africa all the elements
of civil war, Morkel said He compared
South Africa to Northern Ireland,
Lebanon and Cyprus as having disparate ethnic groups, which, under some
conditions can lead to factionalism
and even war.
· He said he would ·like to see South
Africa someday be a politically equal
society. "We should do everything poesible to reach that point," Morkel said,
"because ·o ur future depends on it."
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HAIR PARLOR

TED WILLIAMS

PATTY RYAN

Back From .Spring Break-Special
Hair Returned If Not Satisfied

931 Sixth Avenue
presents

"WEAR YOUR SUNGLASSES
AT NIGHT" PARTY

TONIGHT
10:00

Free Bag of Hair With Ad
Ask For Patty - Our Bob Specialist
Call For Appointment
925 Sixth Avenue
696-9751

Hours 9 - 6 ·
Tuesday - Saturday

WIN: Tanning Sessions to EUROTAN

Beach Albums
BeerJYr~ps
Visors
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MU plays host to area scientists
By Deborah B. Smith
Special Correspondent

Scientiata from West Virginia,
Ohio and Indiana will diacuee
recent reeearch findinp on a variety of subjects today at Marshall's
firat Modern Biology Science
Sympoeium.
''Thia ia the fint time such a symposium bu been held in the College
of Science," Jayahree Shah, Huntington gradua\e student -and
organizer of the symposium, said.
"We have worked hard to get several
different acientiata here to present
their research."
The idea for the symposium came
from graduate students who
expreaaed a desire to bring in outside acientiata, according to Dr.
Donald C. Tarter, chairman of the
Department of Biological Scienoee.
''Thia whole thing was started by
the graduate students," Tarter said.
"They went to various aourcea such
as the dean ofthe College ofScience
to get money to bring these' scientiata in. Jayahree was the key moti-

vator."
The symposium will
encompass a wide range of topics.
''There is something for everyone
including molecular biologiata, ecologiata, and geneticiata,"Tartersaid.

Scientiata from the West Virignia
Department of Natural Reeourcea
will diacuBB the composition of fish
populations in the Kanawha River
and efforts to monitor these populations during the morning aeBBion
which atarta at 8 a.m. in Room 207.
Marshall School of Medicine and
Ohio Univenity scientieta will alao
speak during the morning seasion.
The afternoon aeaaion will begin
at 1 p.m. in Room 211.

A scientiat from the West Virginia
Department of Agriculture will start
the afternoon session with adiscussion on the damage insects can
cause in log homes.
Also in the afternoon session, Dr.
Stansbery, an expert in the study of
clams and muBBels from Ohio State
University, will diacuBB the history
of research in his field.
"Dr. Stansbery is a well-known
expert in the East on this subject
and we are pleased he is coming to
Marshall," Tarter said.
The history and ecology of the
Ohio River will be diacuBBed by Dr.
C. Baker from Indiana State University during the a~ternoon
session.

The symposium, sponsored by the
Biological Science Society, the College of Science and biology graduate
studenta, is mainly for faculty and
studenta but Shah said any interested community member is welcome to attend.
"People can attend all of the sessions or just the ones which particularly interest them," Tarter said.

Senate opposes governor's executive order
A movement for atudenta to oppose
Gov. Arch A. Moore Jr.'• Executive
Order No. 2 was unanimously paaaed
during a special 8e88ion ofthe Student
Senate called by Preaident Robert Bennett late Wedneaday.
Moore'• order would reallocate the
money earned on state accounta from

eral revenue fund to help balance the

injuction in Cabell County Circuit
Court to suspend the onierimmediately.

budget.
Micheal Queen, Clarbburg senior
and student representative on the
Board of Regenta·, alone with eight
other students from West Virginia collea• and universities are filing an

Bennett appointed Sen. Lora Pelfrey
to chair a public relations committee to
inform studenta of the onier'a content.
~ petition will be kicked off on April 3,
election· day for student government.

individual agencies to the state's gen-
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Stadium site
causes concern
By Vikki Young
Special

Correspondent

The purchase of the site for the proposed football stadium is inevitable if
Marshall cqntinuee ita plans for the
stadium, according to resident. and
businessmen in the area
According to the Gates/ HeeryFabrap report, the houses on the site
east of the Marshall campus, bounded
by 20th Street, 3rd Avenue, 41/2 Alley
and a line weet of Danco, Inc., 2240 5th
A venue, are in "1888 than average condition having been built over 50 or 60
years ago."
"I'm afraid they'll use eminent
domain. And ifl don't get my money,
my whole life, everything I've worked
for, would be gone," Herb Stanley, Varsity owner/ operator, said.
Stanley said a new stadium would be
"great as long as I get my money's
worth. I think this site is the only place
to put it."
Stanley, who has owned the 18-yearold eetabliehment for 22 months, said
he has not been contacted by the Marshall administration. He said he would
not relocate the ~ueineBB.
Another resident expreBBed his opinion of the inevitability of the purchase
of his home. Clifford Farria, a 20-year
resident of Fourth Avenue, said he
would "get what (money) I can and get
out of town. I would rather stay here,
but if they're going to take the house,
they're going to take it."
Farris said he "wouldn't know where
to start" relocating.

HOMECOMING - 1985

LOGO & THEME CONTEST
Deadline Extended
April 2, 1985
Entry form may be obtained in the Student Activities Office, Room
·
2W38 The Memorial Student Center.

Need_A New Life111
If you're looking for an exciting change, come to
2W37 MSC on Monday, March 25 at 7:00 p.m.
For:

it;:J trl,~ai~!~ll;J

:-c0

lasting value, an ArtCarved t4K

gold cQllege ring is now more

"Foundation for a New Life"
Freel - Everyone Welcome!

· affordable than ever.,for a limited rime only, you can save $25
on t~e style of your choice. Stop
by to see the entire ArtCarved
collection and custom options.
Remember, it's your year
for gold!
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Booketore

Sponsored By
Church of Christ Student Ciro. .
caJI 525-3302 fw Information
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Supreme -Court·
Students playing Judlclal role for SGA
By Myra

Chico

Staff Wrller

·. "

'

Senior dlnn George Sheehan explalried to atudent. In Memorial
Student Ctnter Wednelday night how to feel great 24 hours• day.

Whil~ the well-known Supreme Court
performedhalf-timeshowsatMarshall
basketball games, Marshall's judicial
Supreme Court has two powers that
more directly affect students.
Tlae student Supreme Court gets its
power from Student Government ABSO'ciation's Constitution. It gives opinions to Student Senate and "defines
what things mean in the Constitution," according to Susan Snodgrass,
'Wheelingseniorandchiefjusticeofthe
court.
So far thia semester the court has
taken no action, Snodgrass said.
"The Senate can meet because th~y
can make their own bille but we have to
wait for things to come to us. We don't

'

.

meet on a regular basia," she said. The
court only met this semester because
the Senate wanted an opinion, but no
court decdiaions have been -made.
"What I like about court," she said,
"is ideally, you have nine people working together for one goal and one document. It's more of a working together
thanSenateis. Wehavemoreofajoint
effort."
The court consiats of nine members
appointed by the student government
president with oonsent of the senate.
These nine members are divided into
three sophomores, three juniors, and
three senior&.
"We can serve two consecutive
semesters in each clase standing,"
Snodgrass said.
The court's chief justice is elected by
' the justices.
.

Higher education
t(?pic for presidents
The West Virginia Convocation ~n
Higher Education, a group including
West Virginia's university presidents
- and national leaders in educaton, is
scheduled to meet in Charleston Tuesday, March 26, to discuss public and
private education.
Former U.S. Commissioner of Education, Dr. Ernest L Boyer, will be the
keynote speaker for the daY,-long event
at the University of Charl~ton.
The group will discuss where they
stand as institutions of higher education, mutual concerns and generate
ideas on how each can help to advance
the cause of excellence in West Virginia higher education.

•

President Dale F. Nitzschke will
attend, along with UC President
Richard D. Breslin, West Virginia University President E . Gordon Gee,
Robert Atwell, president of the American Council on Education and Richard
T. Ingram, executive vice president of
the Association of Governing Boards
of Higher Education;The convocation ia sponso~ by the
Institutional Boards of Adviaore of
Marshall and WVU and the University
of Charleeton Board of Trustees.
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last~~.J~13)
Sat. Sun. Mat. 1 :15-3:20

'

FeJJ~. ~~5
Slit. Sun. Mel. 1:14-8:45
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Visit your local Taco Bell.® Restaurant soon ~tone of these convenient locations:

3700 MacCorkle Avenue
2515 Fifth Avenue
Ch1rte1ton,_WV
Huntlngtoa,, WV
5709 MacCorkle-,_Avenue
301 Macporkle Avenue
Charleston, WV ,
St. Albans, WV
4200 MacCorkle Avenue
Greenup Mall
Charleston, WV
~,
Ashland, KY
120 N. Fourth Street
lro'1t0n, OH

Por~,.~ 5!.~~7e (R)
Sat. Sun. Mat. 1:30-3:30

Breakfast-Club (R)
Dally 5:1&-7:25-8:25
Sat. Sun. Mat. 1:1&-3:15
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Sports
Harriers_hopeful in bi·d -for Early Bird relays win
By David MIiier
Staff Writer

Marshall's men's and women's track
teams will play boat to approximately
10-12 men's IUld 8-9 yomen's teams
thia weekend at-"the Early Bird Relays
scheduled for 10:00 a.m. Saturday at
Marshall's track field.
/
Men's Head Coach Rod O'Donnell's
squad is coming away from an allcomers meet at.the University ofTenneuee in which the majority ofMU's
eight competing memhers (primarily
freshmen) placed highly. Coach Martha Newberry'& women's team is fol·
lowing up on a itecond place finish at
the Berea Relays in Berea, Ky., wherein they came in behind the h~t team
Berea and ahead of Central .State.
First place women finishers in the
Berea meet are Tina_~arr, who threw
the javelin 100-4. She also finished first
in the discus throw with a distance of
122-3. Paula Boone also grabbed a first
place· finish in the shot put with a
throw of 38-1 (the best throw of her
four-year career).
Other top finishers for the lady
tracksters were Lori Caldwell with a
first place finish in the 100-meter hurdle, (17:00); the 3200-meter relay team
· which consists ofRobin Radcliff, Anne
Stehney, Kim Marshall, and Lynn Herman also finished first with a time of
10:55.

Coach Newberry will be counting on
her fielders for the major points this .
weekend also. Javelin and discus
thrower Tina Barr and discus thrower
and shot putter Paula Boone will be
looked upon to repeat their first place
finishes this weekend as will Caldwell
i n the 100-meter hurdles and the
members of the 3200-meter relay.
·Coach O'Donnell will also be depending on the fielders this weekend to
carry a large portion ofthe load.James
Jackson, who placed high in Tennessee with the hammer throw, and Fred
Ryan and Rob Alford, who finished
third in that,meet in the shot put, 'will
all be looking to place high in their
events this weekend.
Compet•i tion for the . meet will be ·

extremely good for both the men·sand
women's te)lm&. According to Coach
O'Donnell, the teams that the MU Ulen
will be looking out for are Cincinnati
and Kent State, the latter having a
1984 Olympic bronze-medalist named
Thomas Jefferson running the 200meter dash.
. ''Thomas· Jefferson will be the one
performer that we will watch out for
but teamrie it will be very close with
many of the teams much stronger than
last year," O'Donnell said. "I do not
know at this moment what place we
will finish in but I would just like to
have a good showing.'!
·
Another problem the MU men- must
deal with is the amount (or lack of)
depth of the team. "If we had one prob- ·
lem it would be that we do not-have a
great deal of ·depth in some of the
events,_" O'Donnell said.
- The competition in the women's field
will be just as strong with Ohio University, Kent State, Ball State University,
West Virginia University and West
Virginia Weeleyan who are all looking
very good. According to coach Newberry, though, the team they would
moat like to beat is Ohio University.
Jnjuries which have plagued the
indoor season for the men are now
working against both squads. For the
men, pole vaulter John Underwood
may not see competition this weekend.
For the women, senior Jacki Copeland
will be out ofcompetition this weekend,
possibly creating problems in some of
the relay events.
In last year's ~arly Bird _R elays the
MU men finished third and the MU
women finished fourth.

The Baha'i Club Presents

Dr. ·Leo Mlsagl
Russian Born., Iranian Baha'i

Speaks On:

the Baha'I Faith
World Peace

Jf.lu1. 1ni

Through World Rellglon
Mon. March 25 - 7 p.m.
Alumni Lounge
All Welcome MSe

Friday'• Special
Wing Sampler &

Lg. Soft Drink

$2~00_ .....____,

1-c~!II. _ _ _ _

Pho to by Lynn Olnamore
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NOTICE

To The Sisters of.L ~~'

Best Wishes!
Your Secret Sorority

C Ias s ifi e d

.

I.
I

!!!!
, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

NOW RENTING I-bedroom

for rent. 525-5221 after 4 p.m.

apartments. Call 529-6381 or 5220727 after 5 p.m.

TYPIST NEEDED--to do term

One available immediately. Two
available in May. Near Corbly
Hall Mature living. 1605 - 7th
Ave. 525-1717.
TWO-BEDROOM ·furnished

townhouse apartment just two
blocks from campus. Available
now. 522-3187 leave name and
number.
WELCOME MU students. Apt.

•'

I

lL ..• =:::.:::=~-~J
FURNISHED APARTMENT.

Today is the day th~ time is rtear at hand, and for
ALL of you we have something special planned!
We will be by at 7:00 with something for all of.us to
do. It is then we will reveal our identity to you!
•

W

The Cincinnati Symphony Concert will be
presented at a;~o p.m. S~nday, March 24th at '
the Keith-Albee Theatre.

~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

A

CW,~·I,

Soni• Roblon, North Canton, Ohio, Junlor,-clears the hurdlea Indicating the
hard work of the MU _track te• m1 In an eftemoon practice

paper. Must be a6le to form outline from paper already written.
. Grammar and spelling correction
a must. Style and form will be
provided. Any resonable offer
will be accepted. Call 522-0080
after 9 p.ll). weekdays and all day
Sunday.
TYPING IN my home. Term

papers, manuscripts, letters, etc.
Pick .up and delivery servic~
included. Call Barb 606-324-0015
and leave a message. .
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Parrish plight:
Here or there?

Batsmen strike out in two at EKU
By Jim Weldemoyer
Staff Writer

Marshall's baseball squad came
home Wednesday night after dropping both games of a double-header
versus Eastern Kentucky in what
must have seemed like a charity
mission at Richmond, Ky.
The Herd spott.ed their host's big
leads with generous pitching and
fielding in the first innings of each
contest. EKU scored four runs in the
first inning of the opener and seven
runs in the first inning of the nightcap enroute to 7-3 and 10-5 wins over
Marshall The Herd's record now
stands at 2-7-1.
"It's tough to catch a team when
you're that far .behind," said Head
Coach Jack Cook. "We just got
behind early and couldn't catch up."

In the opener EKU tallied their
first inning runs on three hits, an
error and a walk. MU scored a run of
its own in the first, another in the
third and a final run in the seventh,
but could not catch the Ohio Valley
Conference power and lost 7-3.
The Herd batsmen were befuddled
for the entire game as EKU pitching
allowed only six hits and sent 13.
Marshall sluggers back to the
dugout with three-strike counts.
Junior Greg Stevens, 1-2, started the ·
game and pitched four innings for
the Herd while collecting the loss.
The second game did not see much
improvement in the Herd's play.
Four errors, three walks and three
hits were given up by MU as EKU
rushed out to an insurmountable 7-0
advantage in the first inning.
Marshall finally scored a run in

the third and another in the fourth
on Scott Crosby's home run. Three
more runs were brought home in the
sixth but it was too little, too late as
the Herd fell on the wayside 10-5.
Dave Clay started the game from
the mound for the Herd, but was
knocked out of the game in the first
inning. Clay registered the lose, hie
third in as many decisions.
"Eastern Kentucky is the top
team in the OVC and we just didn't ·
play good baseball," Cook said.

Kennie
Bass

Two Herd sluggers had fair days
at the plate in the double-header.
Crosby hit a home run in the second
game and laced a double and a single in the first contest. Trey Duffy
also batted well, totaling three hits
in six trips to the plate for the two
games.

~

1HE FUN BEGINS MARCH 29th AT A 1HEATRE NEAR YOU!

...,.

With the announcement that Marshall University Head Football Coach
Stan Parrish is being considered for
the head coaching job at Tulsa U niversity, sev:eral thoughts come to my
mind.
First, congratulations to Parrish for
his outstanding job that warranted the
·consideration for the Tulsa post. Parrish guided the Thundering Herd to its
first winning season in 19 years, finishing with a 6-5 mark. He accomplished mµch in his first season, but I'm
sure he would be the first to admit there
is much more to be done.
Also, I'm glad he has always been up
.front and truthful about the possibility
of leaving if the right offer came along.
Parrish has said from the beginning
that if a good offer was presented to
him, he would consider it.
But just because I'm glad he's been
truthful doesn't mean I'm glad with
what he's truthful about.
Some .people would say Parrish owes
this university nothing. With only a
one-year contract, he would not be
breaking any agreements with Marshall. In addition, some say that even
though he gave this university its first
winning football season in almost two
decades, he still couldn' t get the fans to
fill up the stands.
Another good point is that Parrish
may be able to get more bucks somewhere else, thereby enabling him to
take better care of hie family.
These are all good points, but the
idea of a man who would consider leaving after only one season doesn't sit
well with me.
When Parrish came to Marshall, he
said he wanted to do a job. le hie job
now complete that Marshall has
finally won or did he change hie mind?
How loyal can he expect Marshall
fans to be if after only one season he
would think about going elsewhere?
And how loyal might the current players and the new recruits be?
I'm not advocating that Parrish stay
at this university forever the man
has an inalienable right to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness. (Check
the Declaration of Independence.) It's
just that I'd like to see him get the seat
warm before he decides to split the
scene.
Hopefully, Parrish will be at Marshall next season. The man is an excellent football coach and a personable
human being. He is well-liked by many
and he has been successful.
. But, if he's not staying here, I like
what Athletic Director Lynn Snyder
said.
"Of course we hope he's here next
year," Snyder said. "but ifit works out
he's not, we'll just continue working in
the direction that the football program
is go~g."
Stan Parrish is a good coach, but he's
not Marshall football. If it works out
that he leaves, the Herd will still
thunder next fall

-
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lmgressions
-Culture---------------Entertainment---------------Arts--

Renaissance born again in lecture series
by Richard Sullivan
Get ready for the Renaissance!
A program about Renaissance poetry and music,
witchcraft, visual art and women's roles begins
Sunday.
The presentations, collectively entitled The
Renaissance Experience; are a prelude to the 12th
annual meeting of the Shakespeare and Renaissance Association, which ia expected to draw
approximately 200 Renaissance scholars to Marshall's campus for a conference April 12-13.
The aeries opens 2 p.m. Sunday at Huntington
Galleries with a lecture-demonstration featuring
lyric poetry and music of the English :8enaisaance,
given by musicologist Bradford DeVoa of the
department of music and profesaora Joan F.
Adkins and Betty McClellan of the department of
English.
.
"Renaisaance Poetry and Music: Inseparable
Shadows," will focus on English music and verse
of the 16th and early 17th centuries, with diacuaaiona and performances of selected works of the
age. A reception will follow the presentation.
Renaisaance witchcraft is the topic of Tuesday'a
discusaion by Dr. William G. Palmer, assistant

professor of history, and Dr. Hymen H. Hart,
professor of English, 7 p.m. at the Cabell County
Public Library.
Palmer will focus on witchcraft as an alternative, but legitimate, belief system. Hart will
discuss the use of witchcraft and occult in
. Shakespeare's dramas.
The works of Renaissance artists Botticelli, Da
Vinci, Michelangelo and many others will be
discuased in a slide presentation by Dr. John E .
Dolin, associate professor of art, 7 p.m. April 2 at
the Cabell Cou·n ty Public Library.
. T}:le final presentation in the pre-~nference
aeries will be a group discussion of Shakespeare's
attitudes toward women, 7 p.m. April 9 in the
Memorial Student Center Alumni Lounge-.
The two-day conference of Renaissance scholars
will feature a keynote address by Dr. Lacey
Baldwin Smith of Northwestern University, a
Tµdor historian and biographer; a lecture by Dr.
John T. Shawcroaa of the University of Kentucky,
author of numerous studies of 16th and 17th
century w_ritera; a concert by an ensemble from the
Marshall department of music, and other lectures
and presentations.

Life· in the big city

·A lu-mnae waits for the break, sings on
· "audience" - eight empty tables, three waiters
and a bartender. "It's a slow night," she remarks
with another smile as Stan Tucker, the pianist,
NEW YORK - WANTED: attractive unemployed
plays the opening bars of the song.
actors or actresses to work as waiters while they
Aa an actress, Stout has been unemployed since
wait for their big breaks on Broadway. For more
August
18th·when the national touring company
information call ...
One Ne-w York paper, The Village Voice, devoted of the Broadway musical "Nine" closed. On her
way back to the New York unemployment line last
half a column to want ads like this in its March
September, she stopped at Marshall to conduct a
15th edition. So it should not be surprising for
lecture on how to survive as a professional actor in
Beethoven' a "Eroica" Symphony will be feapatrons of the city's "Restaurant Row" to discover
the "Big Apple."
tured Sunday at the Keith-Albee Theater when
that their handsome waiter, busboy or singer is
During a break in her act, she talked about it.
the Marshall Artists Series presents the Cincinreally just an en~iner incognito.
"I had always wanted to do a workshop such as
nati Symphony Orchestra conducted by Michael
Mary Stout, a Marshall graduate, is a performer
that. It was a chance for me to share - to pay
Gielen.
who answered just such an ad. saying it waa
back something to the school and people I care for.
Nancy Hindaley, coordinator of the Artists
"either sing or starve." So she'• singing at the
''Marshall gave me the broad-based education
Seriea, said this will be the orchestra's first .
piano bar of The Silver Lining while she wait. which has helped make me marketable in a
Huntington perfo~ance in 16 years.
not on tables, but for her next acting job.
variety 9f areas," Stout said. She graduated from
"It is the only world-clue orchestra in our
Marshall with a degree in speech education.
region," Hindaley said, "and Gielen is a fantaatic , "Even though I've been signed to do 'Showboat'
Stout said the next task before her is to
in Ne-w Jersey, I'm expecting a long wait for more
conductor."
"legitimize" herself as an actress by acting and
work. The business is in a slump at the moment The concert will begin with Carl Maria von
but I'm happy singing, though. Thia job is ·
perhaps by attending the Yale Drama School, a
Weber's Overture to Ober9n. Felix Mendeluohn'a
allowing me to stretch my musical potential while
prestigious school to which only 12 of 1000 student
Concerto in E minor for Violin and Orchestra
applicants are admitted annually.
building a repertoire.
will follow, featuring violinist Rebecca Culnan;
"This is a new type of performance for me. At .
"I've paid some of my dues, but I think I'm still
and an intermiseion will precede the Beethoven
times I'm performing a few feet or a matter Qf
ten years in debt. Broadway is slow and the work
symphony, one of two works Gielen baa recorded
ia limited for an actress at my age. It's terrible inches away from my audience, and it takes every
with the orchestra.
bit of my acting skills to sell the songs and
I'm too old to play the ingenues, yet not old
The orchestra, founded in 1895, was the third
entertain
these
customers.
enough
to play the matrons or character roles. So
ever to make recordings and the first to circle the
The customers provide the challenge to the job.
for now I can only hope to grow old gracefully and
globe on tour. This is Gielen' a fifth season as the
wait for my chance."
Some have come to the restaurant to eat and
symphony's music director.
nothing more. But then there are the ones who
She smiled and returned her attention to the
Culnan'• performance here is one of two eoloe
current job and audience. The end of another song
listen and respond. who really appreciate my
echeduled this year with the Cincinnati Symperformance. Sometimes just having a group
was greeted with silence.
phony, of which she is associate concertmaeter.
Then, after a long pause, the silence was broken
request a song can make my day." .
Stout turns to her accompanist and aaya, "Let's
by applause from the bartender and three waiters.
Scheduling of the Sunday concert was upeet by
Fall in Love,'' Then with a smile she adds, "I
"That's life in the theater," she said with a
a recent change in the orchestra'• tour which
laugh.
mean let's sing it." She turns back to her
elated them for back-to-back performances here
and at Carnegie Hall, according to Hindsley.
The performance time was moved from 8 p.m.
to 3 p.m. to accomodate the orchestra and
prevent a cancellation, Hindaley said. and seaaon
ticket-holden were notified of the change.
I've paid some of my dues, but I think
still ten years· in
Tickets for the performance are available free
debt.... So for now I can only hope to grow old.gracefully and
to students with a validated ID and activity card.
wait for my chance.
Orchestra seats are $20 and $17, balcony seats
$13, and youth seats in the balcony only are
by Kimberly Harbour

I'm

:..

$6.50.

Tickets and more information may be obtained
from the Marshall Artists Series in Memorial
Student Center 1W23, at the door, or by calling
696-6656.

MIiiry Stout

• !

